A former VA hospice nurse admitted in to dying veterans so she could consume a 55, a former nurse at the Veterans Affairs the liquid
Medical Center in Bedford, admitted she tered the
federal court Wednesday to tampering portion of the drug herself.
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with morphine used to provide pain relief
Tewksbury resident Kathleen Noftle, mixed water from a sink with a portion of
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Stephen wahome of newton, right, who went to the Boys & Girls Club of Greater lowell when he was growing up in lowell, is creating a program, Startup Boot Camp, to teach kids of color about how to start a business. Pathways manager na lam of lowell, left, and sports & fitness department manager Devonna williams of Methuen, will be involved.
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empower kidS of color
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UML grad working with Boys & Girls Club for business boot camp
demn inequality and fight racial injustice over the past six
months, local entrepreneur
» While thousands of Stephen Wahome is taking a
LowELL
protesters in Massachusetts more innovative approach:
have taken to the streets to con- teaching young students of colBy Stefan Geller
sgeller@lowellsun.com
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Seniors, health care
workers and the infirmed

Selectmen signed a host
community agreement with

or how to build their own businesses.
Come January, Wahome will
partner with the Boys & Girls
Club of Greater Lowell to
launch a virtual Startup Boot-

camp for kids of color between
the ages of 12 and 18, which
over the course of four weeks
will teach them everything
from basic terminology to cre-
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Today’s Question

Should a mute button be used in
the last presidential debate?
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Entrepreneur
FROM PAGE 1A

ating business plan walkthroughs and elevator pitches.
“More Black-owned businesses are a must, and this starts
with teaching young people of
color in communities like Lowell
the fundamentals of starting a
business,” said Wahome, a Kenyan immigrant who grew up in
Lowell. “It will not only bring
money into their hands, but it
will circulate in their families
and their communities.”
Wahome said he came up with
the idea for Startup Bootcamp
during the summer, following
the police killing of George Floyd
and the subsequent Black Lives
Matter protests across the nation
and the globe. After witnessing
so many people take a stand for
racial equality, he said he felt
compelled to contribute in whatever way he could, which he de-

Debate
FROM PAGE 1A

urging Trump to trade his
aggressive demeanor from
the first debate for a lower-key style that puts
Biden more squarely in
the spotlight. But it’s unclear whether the president will listen.
Biden, who has stepped
off the campaign trail in
favor of debate prep, expects Trump to get intensely personal. The former vice president and his
inner circle see the president’s approach chiefly as
an effort to distract from
the coronavirus, its economic fallout and other
crises.
With less than two
weeks until Election Day,
Biden is leading most national polls and has a narrower advantage in the
battleground states that
could decide the race.
More than 42 million people have already cast their
ballots. The debate, moderated by NBC’s Kristen
Welker, is a final chance
for both men to make their
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termined was through his
knowledge of business.
“I just feel like people can give
back in so many different ways,
and for me to give back something that I love and enjoy doing
every single day, it’s just phenomenal,” he said.
Mahome, who lives in Newton, got his start in entrepreneurship while he was still
studying at the University of
Massachusetts Lowell for his
MBA, when he partnered with
Lowell native Nicholas Bedard to
create JamFuze, an online music
marketplace that connected local unsigned music artists with
producers.
Several years later, he teamed
up with Lowell natives Anthony
Gentles and brothers Ayoub and
Ibraheem Khadar to create KWG
Softworks, a Boston-based remote company that creates software applications for companies
in the U.S. by utilizing African
talent. The company officially
launched in February.

case to a television audience of tens of millions of
voters.
“The rule is that last debates before the election
have a big impact,” said
presidential historian Michael Beschloss, who made
clear the legacy of the candidates’ first face-off:
“That was the most out of
control presidential debate we have seen.”
Trump, who staged a remarkable comeback in the
closing days of the 2016
campaign, believes he can
do it again by using the
power of the presidency to
attack his rival.
Trump on Tuesday
called on Attorney General
William Barr to immediately launch an investigation into unverified claims
about Biden and his son
Hunter, effectively demanding that the Justice
Department muddy his
political opponent and
abandon its historic resistance to getting involved
in elections.
The president has promoted an unconfirmed
New York Post report published last week that cites
an email in which an offi-

Wahome said that as word got
around about his two business
ventures last year, a lot of people
interested in creating their own
startups began reaching out to
him for advice.
As more and more people continued to reach out, Wahome
said he started to receive a lot of
the same questions, so he created a series of 26 short videos answering all of them in order to
save himself some hassle.
Fast forward to the start of
2020, and Wahome said the videos grew so much in popularity
that they led to people asking
him if he taught courses, including parents asking for their children.
After the Black Lives Matter
protests erupted months later,
he presented the idea to officials
at the Boys & Girls Club of Greater Lowell, a place Wahome said
he went to so often as a kid that
it helped mold him into the person he is today.
“I think it’s amazing, and one

cial from Ukrainian gas
company
Burisma
thanked Hunter Biden,
who served on the company’s board, for arranging
for him to meet Joe Biden
during a 2015 visit to
Washington. The Biden
campaign has rejected
Trump’s assertion of
wrongdoing and noted
that Biden’s schedule did
not show a meeting with
the Burisma official.
Some former national
security officials and other
experts said the episode
raised multiple red flags of
a possible foreign disinformation effort, especially
given the involvement of
Rudy Giuliani, Trump’s
personal attorney, and
Giuliani’s active role in
promoting an anti-Biden
narrative on Ukraine.
But John Ratcliffe, the
director of national intelligence, dismissed that disinformation theory. And
the FBI appeared to endorse Ratcliffe’s position
in a letter to a Senate committee that had requested
information on the laptop.
Trump’s attacks on the
Biden family have been relentless, including his ef-
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of the things that I appreciate is
that he as a club alum is willing
to give back to our kids, because
he knows how much the club influenced him,” said Alisha Harrison, program director at the
Boys & Girls Club.
Wahome said he is currently
testing the program with kids
outside of the club in preparation for the January launch.
It follows a four-week schedule consisting of 26 pre-recorded
learning modules. Students can
self-enroll at any time and Wahome will host two weekly office
hours, where students can ask
him questions and pitch their
ideas.
Harrison said she’s hoping to
make Wahome’s program part of
the club’s Pathways Program,
which helps prepare club members for their lives after high
school.
“This could be another stepping stone that our club members can use to end generational
poverty and really have a path-

JULiA mALAkiE / LOWELL sUN

says stephen Wahome, ‘more
black-owned businesses are a
must, and this starts with teaching young people of color in communities like Lowell the fundamentals of starting a business,’
way for themselves after high
school that is sustainable,” Harrison said.
To register for the program,
visit
https://startupbootcamp.thinkific.com/courses/
SB.

Schools
FROM PAGE 1A

PATriCk sEmANsky / AP

Officials stand onstage near clear protective panels between lecterns for President donald Trump and democratic
presidential candidate, former Vice President Joe biden as
preparations take place for the second Presidential debate
at belmont University, Wednesday, in Nashville, Tenn.
forts to get Ukraine to investigate Biden, which led
to Trump’s impeachment.
It’s part of a determined,
yet so-far-unsuccessful effort to drive up his opponent’s negatives, as he did
with Hillary Clinton four
years ago.
Trump campaign communications director Tim
Murtaugh said, “Trump is
still the political outsider,
while Biden is the ultimate
insider. We now know that
Biden allowed his son to
sell access to him while he

was vice president.”
While Biden will defend
his own record and his
son, aides have said, he
hopes to focus on making
the case that Trump is unfit for office and let the nation down during a confluence of crises. “He knows
that people want to hear
about how we’re going to
help working families get
through the end of the
month and pay the rent,”
his running mate, Sen. Kamala Harris, said Wednesday in North Carolina.

committee on what recommendations it has for the
district other than closing
schools.
Monday marked the district’s switch to mostly remote learning in response
to Lowell’s third consecutive week being classified
as “red” or “high risk.” The
district had been serving
about 25% of students inperson but is now hosting
3% of students for in-person learning.
According to Superintendent Joel Boyd, the
Board of Health passed a
motion last week requesting the district’s plan for
going all remote and stating its support for remote
learning in the case of
three consecutive weeks of
a “high risk” classification.
The state is expected to
release updated numbers
and classifications on
Thursday.
Dillon was skeptical of
the need for Lowell to go
fully remote and of the Department of Education and
Secondary
Education’s
(DESE) guidance on the
matter. “It does not say
that after three weeks,
closing is a requirement,”
Dillon said of DESE.
For the past three weeks,
the district’s communication about the “high risk”
classification has noted
that DESE instructs districts to evaluate three
weeks of COVID-19 data
before going fully remote.
Advocating for a return
to school, Dillon said
“there’s no proof ” that
closing schools changes a
Powered by TECNAVIA
community’s
COVID-19
case numbers. He pointed

